Lebanon/Israel 20 June
Amid cross-border exchanges, the Israeli military [reported](#) that they had killed a Hizbollah commander in southern Lebanon.

Washington/Yemen 20 June
CENTCOM [announced](#) that its “forces successfully destroyed four Iranian-backed Houthi uncrewed surface vessels (USV) in the Red Sea and two uncrewed aerial systems (UAS) over the Red Sea”.

Israel/Golan 19 June
Syrian state media [reported](#) that Israeli drone strikes against military sites in Daraa and Quneitra had killed an officer.

Lebanon/Israel 19 June
Hizbollah leader Hassan Nasrallah [claimed](#) that Israel was “conducting maneuvers in preparation for a war with Lebanon, and that airports Cyprus could be opened to Israeli fighter jets”, while warning: “If it opens its airports to the Israeli enemy during a potential war, we will treat Cyprus as a part of the war”. The same day, Hizbollah [announced](#) four fatalities amid cross border exchanges.

Washington/Yemen 19 June
CENTCOM [reported](#) that its “forces successfully destroyed two Iranian-backed Houthi uncrewed surface vessels (USV) in the Red Sea… [and] one ground control station and one command and control node in a Houthi-controlled area of Yemen”.